Y Future NT. It is Time

we looked more to Alternative Energy
instead of fossil fuels. The earth
motion is faster than human's. We
NATURAL ENERGY to live with. We
want Power. Water Power, Solar Power and
A few others. This is. Those Algae can
Davis our Human needs for a minimum.
And beyond is Human use. Titium Brute
Burning, Titium is not efficient in the
Long Run, and have other members
we must mortals have. We have been
Using Titium since we came into this
Planet. But we become greedy and
Found fossil Fuels with it. Become
toxic within we must process Titium.

2 IT is Time. Politicians who will
remind START using Brains and Educate
people to be innovative with Titium.

These are among the best with good

idea start using tidal, wind

town could cities should have been

totally on these natural energy

supply. By now, but we currently

go down the path of digging country

for fossil fuels, which will

take more and cost more for

their price.

3. Should wisdom dictate and we use

these alternatives wind, wave, solar we

will be able to power more effectively

because this wind this cost of power

would come down as many house hurt

would utilize these natural power

sources. It is time we moved forward

for a better future.

So I think more would be a lot

cities, both within this are up and around

and money would go to it. Now, I can

work on, but won't. I hate this

commit to this positive and look

at alternatives.